Privacy Seminar

Speaker: George Ratcliffe

Title:
Privacy Careers

Abstract:
George takes us through the current state of the privacy job market, with current trends and his expectations for the space over the coming year.

Bio:
George heads up Stott & May's Privacy search practice. George brings almost a decade of overseeing high-profile searches across three different continents, in many different industries including Tech, Banking and Law. Specializing in high-touch relationship management, George can deliver on aggressive time scales while maintaining quality and becoming a critical part of both your talent attraction and retention strategy.

Through his exposure to companies at various stages, he is a strategic talent advisor to technology-driven companies of all shapes and sizes. George is passionate about his work and enjoys digging deep to map the market and research partner companies.

WHEN: February 13th 2024
12:30-1:50pm

WHERE: Hamburg Hall Room 1002

ZOOM LINK:
https://cmu.zoom.us/j/97389172852?pwd=Q2Q5MEE2b29TaS9VeDQ4VH VXckV2dz09